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A new direction in language testing
concern for the one
harold
doth he not

S

madsen

leave the ninety and nine

gone astray

and seeketh
seebeth that which is
matthew 1812

an

impressive LDS filmstrip for teachers entitled the one
reminds us of the pitfall in thinking too exclusively of the quorum or
class and in a story line about a handicapped girl focuses on the
uniqueness of each individual the implication is that reaching the
one requires for many of us a new perspective in the area of
second language instruction and testing a combination of influences
is beginning to provide such a perspective in an increasing concern for
the individual student this is reflected both in the professional
literature and in our church institutions as well

influences generating

CONCERN FOR THE

individual

psychological studies
cognitive style research attempts to identify the various ways indivi duals conceptualize and structure their environment1
dividuals
environmentsI and closely
environment
related to this are investigations of learning style differences including modality preference such as aural and visual tempo ranging from reflective to impulsive and problem solving strategies 2
varying learning styles have been found to differ in efficiency 3 and to
relate in some ways to differences in personality 4 recent studies
reveal a need for alternate methods to match the educational
1

harold S madsen brigham young university professor of teaching english as a second language TESL
i
has published widely in the field of language testing and affect
Gold stem
approaches andrelevant
and relevant research
aed
kenneth M goldstein
siem and sheldon blackman cognitive style five approacches
new york john wiley and sons 1978
Glen view 111
en sperry learning performance and individual differences essays and readings glenview
ill
iii
ili
lii
2lensperry
18
scott foresman and company 1972 pp
ap 317
31718
lyie E bourne et al the psychology of thinking ed james J jenkins englewood cliffs N J
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prentice hall 1971 pp
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ellis
eliis fundamentals of raman
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as many as five or six for a
cognitive styles of different students
heterogeneous group of about thirty students 5 such studies appear
also to have implication for test writers one small example is the
discovery that persons differing in learning style likewise vary in their
ability to handle narrowly spaced and broadly spaced multiple choice
options on exams 6 in brief current research supports the idea that
individuals are unique in both their perceptions and learning styles
the humanistic movement in psychology and language teaching
also has contributed to this new emphasis on the individual one
reason is that humanists are interested in the total person not simply
the intellect As in the voluminous literature on motivation 7 the interaction
ter action of emotions and intellect is closely examined it has been
shown for example that learning is significantly enhanced when
students see the relevance of what they are studying to their personal
lives 8 in fact rapaport holds that memory is intimately related to
the emotional response of the learner 9 humanistic instruction
as educators
therefore strives to provide a blend or confluence
label it of the cognitive and the affective one manifestation of this
is communicative competence instruction so fashionable this decade
in which the emphasis has shifted from mere linguistic accuracy to
verbal exchanges that are socially appropriate relevant usually true
and hopefully of some importance to those communicating since
humanistic education is concerned not only with increased language
modern
renate A schulz many learners many styles the 1977 central states conference the modem
implications of inlanguage journal 41 september october 1977 260 see also lorayne B clavijo
dividual differences in ESL an evaluation and pilot study of attribute treatment interactions in the proanunciation
nunciation
nuncia tion class major paper for TESL certificate BYU 1979 p 60
sperry learning performance p 111 complementing the research being conducted on cognitive
styles learning styles and personality styles are related investigations into instructional styles see frederic J
bosco and robertj dipietro instructional strategies their psychological and linguistic bases in toward
a cognitive approach to second language acquisition ed robert C lugton and charles H heinie
hemie
hemle
heinle
philadelphia the center for curriculum development 1971 pp
ap 31 32 in addition the interaction
between learning styles and teaching styles is being systematically studied A positive interaction is predicted
when the learners encounter an approach matching their own characteristics see ellis fundamentals of
human learning p 288
robert C gardner and wallace E lambert motivational variables in second language acquisition
canadian journal of ofpsychology
psychology 13 december 1959 266 72 wallace E lambert et al
attitudinal and
and Social psychology 66
Abnormal any
journalofabnormalandsocialpsychology
cognitive aspects of intensive study of a second language journal
andsocial
ofabnormal
of
1963
A survey of attitudes of educators of american indian children
358 69 robert C gardner
research bulletin 66 university of western ontario 1968 referenced in john W oiler
oller jr and jack C
aen
teac
deachen
her rowley mass
richards eds focus on the learner pragmatic perspectives for the language teacher
newbury house publishers 1973 pp
attitudmal aspects of second language
ap 241 245 bernard spolsky attitudinal
memoly meaning and
learning
language learning 19 december 1969 272 83 earl W stevick memory
method
methodrowley
rowley mass newbury house publishers 1976 ellen bialystok and maria frohlich aspects of
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dRowley
tym
Tyl
iyl
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working
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institute for studies in education 1977
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language from within A handbook of teaching strategies for personal growth
and seif
self selfreflection
reflection in the language classes santa barbara calif confluent education development and
40
research center 1976 see also stevick memory meaning and method pp
ap 38
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proficiency but also with the many facets of personal growth 10 its
content ranges from the academic to exploration of values development of aesthetic sensitivity improvement of self image and
achievement of a greater capacity to relate effectively with others
during this decade there has been a dramatic increase of interest
in value exploration much of it well before watergate 11 along
with this there has been a growing awareness of the limitations of
measurable behavioral objectives still prominent in the competency
based teacher education movement as well as the limitations of
experimental research and of language examinations themselves 12
this perspective recalls the factors that transcend acquisition of
knowledge or skills in a variety of disciplines ranging from the
psychological readiness required in an athletic contest to the inspirapiece of music 13
tion sought for in composing a pieceof
mosaic just begun an integrative approach to foreign
galyean humanistic education A mosaicjust
ACTEL foreign language education series 8 1976
language teaching choosing among the options ACTFL
11 press
accounts point up public concern that schools give attention to morals values and ethics A 1974
survey showed that the number of school curriculum packages on moral education had more than doubled
within the previous two years and that the number of graduate school dissertations on moral education had
jumped from a total of 80 written during the three decades prior to 1970 to an average of 150 per year be
tween 1970 and 1974 christian science monitor 1974 see also renee disick and laura barbanel affecACTFL review the challenge ofcommunication
tive education and foreign language learning
of communication 1974
personalizing
izing education values clarification and
beyond new
leland W howe and mary martha howe Personed
andbeyondnew
york hart publishing co 19751
simon et al values clarification A handbook ofpractical
1975 sidney B simonet
of practical
or teachers and students new york hart publishing co 19721
morrison and mila
1972 eleanor S mornson
strategiesfor
strategiesor
foz
Strategies
for
underbill
underhill price values in sexuality A new approach to sex education new york hart publishing co
EEL
values clarification in EFL
1974 mary S taylor
unpublished document available through ERIC
Ii typical of the many who oppose the imposition of performance objectives hans guth reasons that this
asks them for data at a time when many ofthern
of them are in search ofsoul
soui it asks them to make their students
of soul
perform when many of them are concerned with reaching the student it asks them to administer tailor
made learning sequences at a time when many are concerned with liberating the students locked in creative
hans P guth the monkey on the bicycle behavioral objectives and the
and human potential
teaching of english the english journal
journal59
59 19701
in the same vein rothstein arguing for a
1970 785 86
humanistic approach to goal setting points out that a quiet student listening to a discussion of frost s
birches might be affected at some later time another student could present a clear analysis but might not
ever be influenced by the poem he concludes that behavioral objectives far from constituting a progressive
herbert
step in education are one of the most reactionary developments to be employed in recent times
M rothstein
60 1971 760 61
english journal60
A humanistic approach to behavioral objectives
the englishjournal
Journal
for a survey of pros and cons see harold S madsen
achieving certification through a modified
TESOL quarterly 9 december 1975 353 65
competency based TESL teacher education program
reflecting this collective concern the national council of teachers of english expressed itself as follows
resolved that those who purpose to employ behavioral objectives be urged to engage in a careful appraisal
alms which
of the possible benefits and the present limitations of english with reference to the humanistic aims
have traditionally been valued in this discipline andje
and be it itfurther
further resolved that those in the profession who
do undertake to write behavioral objectives a make specific plans to account for the total english curriculum
b make an intention to preserve and if need be fight for the retention of important humanistic goals of
rge
rhe
the present time
education and c insist on these goals regardless ofwhether
of whether or not there exist instruments at thepresent
english journal591970
pupil
I zpupil
1970 501
for measuring the desired changes in
Journal 591970
nutil behavior emphasis added the englzhjour159
also while experimental research has provided important insights regarding major differences in individual
mg humanistic education stems from data pro
undergirding
cognitive style a substantial portion of the theory undergird
vided
galyean humanistic education for an exploration of examination conaided by subjective experiences
measurabtltty new york hart publishing co 1977 also
cerns consider paul L hours ed the myth of ofaleasurability
oiler jr and kyle perkins eds language in education testing the tests rowley mass
john W oller
newbury house publishers 19781
1978
brahms for example considered inspiration such a vital component in the creative process that he felt
an atheist could never produce a truly great masterpiece reid N nibley forum address BYU 9 october
1013
1013everly
loli
loii
beverly
everly

1

1979
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underpinning humanistic educational concepts is maslow s
humanistic psychology with its principle of self actualization 14 but
even more prominent in language teaching throughout this decade
are concepts from cognitive psychology and transformational grambehaviorists position that learning is simply a
mar rejecting the behaviorisms
matter of conditioning or the formation of habits through responses
to outside stimuli proponents of cognitive psychology espouse a
mentalist theory indicating that effective language acquisition comes
from meaningful learning and that it is a rule governed creative
process 15
broad acceptance of such concepts has contributed to the shift in
emphasis from the teacher to the learner

shifts in language teaching methodology
another influence has been the trend away from traditional
audio lingual methodology with its heavy emphasis on repetitive
drills designed to develop automatic responses and language habits
in its place have appeared cognitive modifications as well as
cognitively oriented methodologies that attempt to tap the learner s
Suggest ology atinnate capacity to acquire language lozanov s suggestology
tempts to increase fluency and the rate of learning through
by removing anxiety producing psychological
hy pernesia
barriers 16 gattegno s silent way seeks to promote self reliance and
personal initiative by reducing the teachers verbal input and allowing time for reflection 17
perhaps the best example is currans counseling learning
which like humanistic education aims at strengthening the entire
individual by developing learner initiative interaction among
students and mutual respect between teachers and learners as well as
increased self worth 18 and a teaching approach developed by
abraham H maslow motivation and personality new york harper & row 1954 abraham H
ad ed new york van nostrand 1962 abraham H maslow
maslow toward a psychology ofbeing
being 2d
of berng
111
eupsychtan
eupsychian management homewood ili
ill irwin dorsey 1965 frank G goble the third force the
psychology of
abraham maslow new york grossman publishers 1970
ofabraham
i for
Bol
tor a classical statement of the contrasts between mentalist and behaviorist theory see dwight bolinger
boi mger
annals2
ne theorist and the language teacher foreign language annalse
annals2 october 1968 30 41 see also kenthe
second language skills theory to practice id ed chicago rand mcnally col
neth Cha
chastain
stam developing secondlanguage
lege publishing co 1976
16 georgi
Suggest ology sofia bulgaria nauka izkistvo 1973 see also harold S madsen
lozanov suggestology
or foreign language ed
innovative methodologies applicable to TESL in teaching english as a Se
second
condor
mclntosh rowley mass newbury house publishers 1979
marianne celce murcia and lois mcintosh
caleb gattegno the common sense of teaching foreign languages new york educational solu14

bios
tions
tios

1976

person modelfor
Mo
model
charles A curran counseling learning A whole perion
for education new york grune
delfor
stratton
and Sr
whoie person model for education
ratton 1972 earl W stevick counseling learning A whole
language learning 23 december 1973 259 71 and madsen innovative methodologies
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walter gong of san jose state university and promoted at brigham
young university particularly in the college of humanities is
designed to educate an individual in the broadest sense
we must

lead the student into the application of what he has been
taught to the realities of life and the expanding of the central point by
the relation of it to everything that he already knows and has
experienced our job as teachers cannot end with the mere teaching of
facts our job cannot end until we have led our learners to relate our
facts to principles and to the total organisms that are themselves thus
their lives will be blessed by growth and movement toward understanding and the lives of their wives husbands children and friends will be
blessed by an expansion of comprehension 19

with emphases such as these contemporary methods and approaches
are unmistakably contributing to our contemporary focus on the
learner 20
NATIONAL TRENDS IN LANGUAGE TESTING

preparing tests to meet special needs
how then does this translate into language evaluation
basically we have moved in the direction of lifelike language in a test
form designed for nonnative speakers of the language
A broad brush stroke representation of language testing trends in
recent decades shows it moving in the 1940s and 1950s from a long
period of largely intuitive test making ranging from grammatical
parsing and labeling to translation essay and precis writing into a
scientific era during which less attention was paid to what was
tested than to how it was tested 2121 while earlier tests often required
analysis of the language the newer objective measures typically required mastery of discrete segments of the language such as the correct grammatical phrase vowel sound or lexical item in a series of
unrelated sentences but now during the communicative era of
testing we generally seek fuller contextualization and a closer approximation of real life situations this means an increased use of tests
hart the gong approach in unpublished handout
ing how to teach by eugene england 1979 p 4
9 gedward

edward

L

some common sense on learn-

it is no accident that current titles in language periodicals and texts so frequently reflect this concept
RELC journal
e g charles A findley
focus on the learner security alienation and risk taking rfilcjournal
eg
W birckbichler and alice C omaggio diagnosing and responding to
dlane
1978 69 76 diane
singapore 991978
dianew
dianea
modem languagejourna162
62 november 1978 336 45 oiler
individual learner needs the modern
language journal62
oller and richards
Journal
eds focus on the learner
21 21randall
randall L jones testing A vital connection in
m the language connection from the classroom
111
III national textbook company 1977 p 238
ili
to the world ed june K phillips skokie lii
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measuring actual performance such as conversational competence or
note taking these involve simultaneously not only the processing of
grammar lexis and phonology but also coping with fluency semantic sensitivity and possibly social appropriateness as well while
multiple choice language exams still exist test writers tailor these
dis tractors are drawn
carefully for nonnative speakers for example distractors
from foreign student compositions or exercises and native speaker
she might of told him are avoided
errors such as
reducing redundancy in a prose passage has been found to be a
very effective device in differentiating between native and nonnative
language ability experimental forms include a noise test consisting
of dictated sentences overlaid with white or pink electronic
noise that partially obscures inflections 22 another is capped
gapped
listening
a tape recorded reading or news broadcast from which
portions are deleted at regular intervals students take notes and
then answer questions based on the original tape A third is the
integrative grammar test dictated sentences replete with assimilation contraction and reduction students are asked to write out the
full form of the second word they hear in each item for example
wouldga
after listening to wouldja
they would write
Woul dja like im to help ya
you in the blank
in addition to those experimental forms previously mentioned
there are other reduced redundancy tests in wide use one is the
traditional dictation now used with one or two modifications the
passage is first read without pauses and at normal speed then it is
read a second time at normal speed but with pauses for students to
write down what they have heard very important is the length of the
phrases dictated about five to nine words per phrase group A brisk
third reading without pauses provides for some proofreading punctuation can be given and misspellings ignored to provide consistency in scoring all errors are weighted the same more popular still is
aloze test this powerful instrument consists of a prose passage
the cloze
from which words are deleted at random intervals typically every
seventh word from the remaining context students are required to

both white
2213oth

and

pink

noise can be described electronically and metaphorically

white noise

shshshshsh its simply random frequencies at random amplitudes the basic kind of
you hear in back of radio broadcasts its called white because it has the same characteristics as

sounds like this
noise that

white light that is all frequencies are represented at random I1 guess pink noise is just a little more regular in
frequency
randall L jones and bernard spolsky testing language proficiency arlington va center
for applied linguistics 1975 p 70
white noise isis generated electronically utilizing the same amount of
energy per cycle segment pink noise also generated electronically utilizes the same amount of energy per
octave white noise isis a hissing sound like escaping air from a tire pink noise is a low rumbling sound like the
wind noise in a microphone and in the same frequency as the speech range
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supply the missing words as one does automatically in real life situations for example when conversing in a noisy department store or in
an air terminal variations include selected deletion with only funcaloze the dictation words omitted for example or multiple choice cloze
aloze procedure provide
tion as outlined here and particularly the cloze
excellent measures of general language proficiency 23
in addition to tailoring language exams for nonnatives
non natives test
writers are now fashioning a rich variety of evaluation instruments to
accommodate the many limitations and special objectives of second
language learners for children who would probably be intimidated
by or unable to cope with standard paper and pencil tests there are
attractive picture tests that can be individually administered in a
relaxed conversational manner 24 many of these can also be used as
bilingual tests to assess language dominance for adults with limited
language skills one can use an oral test with picture cues for example the ilyin oral interview 25 or such measures as a listening test
with printed native language options 26 besides standard reading
aloze is now available for evaluating a skill like
tests multiple choice cloze
reading when only passive recognition is required 27 for advanced
students seeking admission to american universities there are
sophisticated test batteries such as the TOEFL or MTELP test of
english as a foreleg
foreignn language and michigan test of english
forelg
language proficiency
for highly trained civil servants whose oral
communication skills need evaluating there is the remarkably adaptorat
able FSI test foreign service institute oralinterview
oral interview and there are
tests for language acquisition research 28 for translators translation
evaluation program and even for group evaluation of student
speaking skills 29
olier jr
oller
john W oiler
teaching
teach ng 25 june 1971
proficiency

language

english language
as a device for testing foreign language skills
254 59 59john W oiler
cloze procedure and ESL
oller jr and christine conrad the aloze
183 96 and scores of other articles written
learning 21 december 1971

dictation

john

throughout this decade
24 24marina
marina K burt
burr heidi C dulay and eduardo hernandez ch bilingual syntax measure new york
harcourt brace jovanovich 1975 edward A deavila and sharon E duncan language assessment scales I11
LAS corte madera calif Lingua
metrics group 1976
linguametrics
linguametncs
alas
tlas
das

donna ilyin ilyin oral interview rowley mass newbury house publishers 1972
26 26rebecca
ad ed new york harcourt brace jovanovich
modern language testing 2d
rebecca M valette modem
Jovanov ch 1977
modem languagejournal
harold S madsen an indirect measure of listening comprehension the modern
journal6
language journals
Journal63

december 1979 429 35
VD
D porter
english
modified cloze
aloze procedure A more valid reading comprehension test
uanuary 1976 151 55
language teaching journal 30 january
ann fathman the relationship between age and second language productive ability language
learning 25 december 1975 245 53 see also stephen D krashen S V sferlazza and ann fathman
adult performance on the SLOPE test more evidence for a natural sequence in adult language acquisition language learning 26 june 1976 145 51
robertson towards objectivity in group oral testing english language
david folland and david robenson

teaching journal 30 january 1976

156 67
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the concern

over bias

perhaps the most dramatic concern for the individual is
manifested in the widespread desire to eliminate all forms of bias
from educational tests particularly language exams reflecting older
complaints that IQ tests measure language maturity more than native
intelligence various critics are assailing the widespread bias in standardi zed educational tests
dardized
houts for example marshals a
formidable array of educators and researchers who assert that present
day educational tests exacerbate social inequities by stigmatizing
children instead of reducing these inequities by encouraging a
modification of the curriculum to meet variations in interests
talents backgrounds 30 in their meticulously documented book
oller and perkins together with other researchers note the content
oiler
similarity in achievement batteries intelligence tests personality inventories
ven tories and language proficiency tests then through statistical
analysis they demonstrate that language proficiency is a major
88 of the
variable in the tests evaluated accounting for 58.58
58 to 88.88
variance in the subscores
sub scores of the california achievement test for example these writers conclude that even for native speakers tests
that purportedly measure intelligence or achievement or personality
nonnative
may primarily be measuring language proficiency
speakers are therefore in real danger of being improperly evaluated by
such instruments
it is obvious that the student who speaks and understands the language
variety of the test will have an advantage over the student who is more
familiar with a different variety that is the tests are clearly biased
against speakers of nonmajority
non majority varieties of english 31

so great has the concern become over possible inequities of this
kind that legal actions have been taken to protect the rights of
minority groups in america the most dramatic was the 1974 US
supreme court decision in the lau v nichols case the court decided in favor of a class action suit filed on behalf of 1800 chinese
speaking students in san francisco who were allegedly denied equal
educational opportunities rejecting the school boards english
Californias
only policy the majority opinion reasoned that under californias
state imposed standards

myth
mth of measurability john N leach bias in standardized testing an update paper
presented at the TESOL convention boston march 1979 and eugenea
eugenej briere cross cultural biases in
oller and richards
language testing in focus on the learner ed oiler
ap 33 94
oiler and perkins language in education p 34 see also pp
3ohouts
houts
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there

of treatment by providing students with the same
facilities textbooks teachers and curriculum for students who do not
understand english are effectively foreclosed from any meaningful
education
imposition of a requirement that before a child can
effectively participate in the educational program he must already have
acquired those basic english skills is to make a mockery of public
education 32
is no equality

congress subsequently funded nine general assistance centers to
help schools meet the needs of students with limited or no proficiency
in english As a result public schools are now being assisted to provide unbiased evaluation of nonnative english speakers
and
appropriate testing has become an important concern particularly
language dominance assessment and evaluation design
similar actions preceded and followed the lau case in 1972 the
supreme court focused on testing that places students in classes for
the educable mentally retarded EMR the court determined that
economically biased and it ordered
socioeconomically
the tests were culturally and socio
that the students be evaluated by unbiased instruments when
pretested
re
retested
tested with unbiased instruments two thirds of the black students
tested out of EMR into regular classes 33 also recognizing the limited
language proficiency of many immigrants and minority groups title
VII of the civil rights act of 1964 mandated employers to cease the
use of test results to discriminate among potential employees if and
when job relatedness could not be established 34 in recent years
increased
eased
inar
court cases and legislation on tests with language bias have incr
these actions are intended to eliminate bias in a variety of ways such
as freeing children of faulty and stigmatizing labels
for
example mentally retarded or halting the practice of educational
streaming into inappropriate programs but the broader purpose
of these legal actions related to language testing is to preserve individual rights not only in the area of citizenship and voting but also
in the realms of education employment and human dignity 35
cultural bias of another sort is being examined by educators A
korean teacher of english recently disclosed that in 1976 he took the
english as a foreign language for those
prestigious TOEFL test of ofenglish
seeking to enter an american university on the listening section he
I1

I1

lau
iau

U S 566 1974
nichols 414 US
patricia J nakano educational implications of the lau v nichols decision viewpoints on english
33patriciaj
as a secondlanguage
second language ed marina burt
ap 221 22
bun et al new york regents publishing company 1977 pp
34 gilbert N garcia
testing in the second language mandates and decrees paper presented at the
TESCL convention boston march 1979
TESOL
31 gilbert N garcia
TESOL summer institute lecture UCLA
three wrongs can make a wrong
los angeles 24 july 1979
v
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was asked questions related to a passage on american literature

having studied this subject extensively he performed extremely well
receiving a total score of 623 a score of 500 would have admitted him
into most american universities
after teaching english for two
years he once again took the TOEFL but this time he encountered a
passage on european literature and another on a scientific topic
though well grounded in oriental history and the arts he knew little
about the two exam subjects consequently he scored significantly
lower than the first time receiving a total of only 580
380 or a drop of
close to 40 points 36 since the TOEFL is a language proficiency test
and not a test of general knowledge such fluctuations reveal a potential cultural bias of alarming proportions
also it has been disclosed recently that certain reading comprehension tests evaluate cultural knowledge as well as language profici ency and
ficiency
thereby discriminate against ESL english as a
second language students several tests contain ten to fifteen percent biased items 37 consider the following examples from various
reading tests
there

are red and white stripes and white stars in our flag
for every state
contains one
b star
a stripe

our flag

the french

regarded potatoes like most canadians regard
c horsemeat
b tomatoes
a spinach
horse meat
d margarine
note in the story the french dislike potatoes

sam won at marbles because he could
a show

b shoot

c

draw

the yankee peddler traded as far west
south as louisiana he operated
a over most

of the country

straighter than bill
d run
as

the mississippi and as far

b as far south as louisiana

pam went to the party with a tall pointed black hat long black cape
and a broom she was dressed as a
d pumpkin
c cowgirl
b ghost
a witch
bill ran out on his front porch to watch the firetruck he lives in
31
38
c a trailer
b a city house
a a big apartment

provo utah february 1980
kwon personal interview prove
37 37bernard
m on TESOL 79 the learner in
bernard mohan cultural bias in reading comprehension tests in
yorio washington DC
focus ed carlos A yono
forus
D C teachers of english to speakers of other languages 1979

oryang
310
360
310ryang
ryang
ordang

pp
ap

171 77

ibid
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an illustration is provided by a prominent language

testing specialist
who evaluated the wepman auditory discrimination test
As a part mohawk indian 1I have been trained never to trust a stranger
behind my back in a small room this sort of thing is frequently true of

american indians blacks and chicanos since the test administrator
tall big authoritative and threatening stands behind the children
during the test presumably to avoid lip cues 1I wonder how valid the
results are with groups who have been culturally trained not to allow a
threatening figure to get behind them39

very recently test bias has even been found in the very form that
language tests take specifically in integrative and discrete point
formats we recall that integrative tests require the processing of
several language components simultaneously as on dictation or essay
testss while a discrete point test focuses on one language component
test
at a time as on a multiple choice grammar test farhady
farhadi suggests
ali discrete point or all integrative tests discriminate against
ail
that all
students of some nationalities for example in one study students
from israel and france scored significantly higher on an integrative
placement test than on a parallel discrete point test but students
from taiwan and korea scored significantly higher on the discrete
point form farhady
farhadi also suggests the possibility of a sex bias related
to test form 40
still another concern is that of eliminating random bias related to
the administration and scoring of language examinations
for
instance on oral tests examiners that speak the native language of an
examinee sometimes subconsciously overlook certain errors simply
because they encounter these so frequently in the classroom while
errors made by others may be looked at more critically moreover
listening tests administered in large rooms where the sound
reverberated
reverberates
berates can result in a weaker showing than normal for students
rever
with even minor hearing disabilities and a number of researchers
have investigated the techniques for scoring doze tests that provide
the most valid measure of general language proficiency 41

cross cultural biases
p 219 see also william labov academic ignorance and black
atlantic monthly june 1972 59 67
intelligence
cossem
hossein Farhady discrete point vs integrative tests unpublished paper 1979 and also hossem
hossein
yorio et al pp
Fa rhady
hady test bias in language placement examination in on TESOL 79 ed yono
ap 162 70
4charlesj
aloze procedure and proficiency in english as a foreign language TESOL
charlesj alderson the cloze
quarterly 13 oune
june 1979 219 27 james D brown correlational study of
cloze
offour
offous
four methods for scoring aloze
tests paper presented at the TESOL convention boston march 1979 and karen H mullen an alteryorio et al pp
TESOL 79 ed yono
m on YESOL
aloze test in
ap 187 92
native to the cloze

Briere
39
39briere
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LANGUAGE TESTING IN THE CHURCH

in a variety of interesting ways language testing in the institutions of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints reflects or
transcends secular concerns for the individual testing is seen not
only as a means of evaluation but also as an aid to motivation and personal improvement for example in one church operation posters
have blossomed recently which quote elder thomas S monson s
observation that when performance is measured performance improves when performance is measured and reported the rate of impro vement accelerates 42
provement
yor
nor
interests
language Interest
interestsor
sor
for special needs in the church
for
in addition language tests are being developed for more
specialized purposes than ever before BYU utilizes of course the
EEL tests that screen foreign language applicants to the univerusual EFL
sity plus tests for placing matriculated students needing further
english training and tests for nonmatriculated
non
matriculated people in intensive
ESL courses 43 besides these the university has prepared examinations in twentyfive
twenty five foreign languages to enable returned missionaries
and others to turn language skills into college credit 44 specialized
tests are administered not only to missionaries returning from non
english speaking countries but also to prospective missionaries and to
missionaries in training A commercially prepared language aptitude
battery45
battery45 is taken by all persons being processed for full time missions the brethren have access to these scores for reference when
making missionary assignments
missionaries in training are evaluated on five specialized
measures their foreign language mastery is assessed by means of the
thomas S monson translation evaluation program poster in language and intercultural resource
BYLJ
center LIRC BYU
tests that screen university applicants include the TOEFL and the MTELP
MTEIP as well as the ALIGU
AUGU CELT
GCE etc those placing foreign students at the appropriate level include the BYUEPT and the IGT the
michigan placement new horizons and win locator are used for grouping nonmatriculated
students and
non
matriculated
the BYUEB is used to screen graduate foreign language applicants to the BYU ESL program
44 44students
students can acquire up to sixteen hours of foreign language credit on a passfail
pass fail basis with graded
credit only at the 201 level enrollment in an appropriate upper division course permits the usual letter grade
III
all
ali hours students can count this credit toward their general education category 111
lii reto be assigned for ail
rement in addition to tests in the usual european and asian languages the foreign language achieve
ments
quirements
quire
quirement
qui
clones ian
indonesian
ment test series is also administered in languages such as afrikaans aymara cakchiquel farsi In
lan
samoan serbo croatian tahitian tongan hebrew and thai these tests are administered to BYU and
BYLJ
also non BYU
byll students if approved by the other institution deborah L coon project coordinator LIRC
URC
BYU personal interview approximately 25 september 1979
45the
modem language aptitude test MLAT it is administered weekly at the misthe test used is the modern
in outlying areas the MLAT battery is
is designed to predict
sionary training center and by stake presidents m
41 41thomas

success in learning a foreign language
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US governments prestigious FSI oral examination 46 the discussion mastery test DMT is administered periodically to check the
missionaries progress with the basic missionary discussions 47 this is
complemented by the teaching skills evaluation TSE that looks at
the effectiveness with which the gospel discussions are presented
focusing on the mechanics of the presentation teaching effectiveness
and missionary spirit A fourth evaluation is the final scriptures
score tallying the number of discussion related scriptures that have
been mastered and finally there is the speak your language score
a cumulative self rating that is recorded daily on a four point scale
this indicates the degree to which the missionary in training uses the
target language in daily living
this elaborate evaluation at the missionary training center is intended to provide not only perspective and incentive for missionaries
but also the means of evaluating training and materials 48
churche translation division also has begun utilizing a
the churchs
one system of
variety of highly specialized language measures
evaluation is used for prospective translators of emerging languages
languages in countries where the missionaries are just being introduced
trod uced and another for those seeking to translate in the established
languages 49 for translator applicants of emerging languages a short
test called the translator screen supplements a personal interview
this integrative test consists of three passages from church literature
because
that the prospective translator is asked to translate
at the missionary training center MTC

except those studying serbo croatian are administered the FSI test at the end of the fourth and eighth weeks possible scores range from 0 to 5 with I1
upon completing
constituting survival level proficiency and 5 essentially native speaker proficiency
their MTC training missionaries usually average about 1 to 1I
this points out that while the elders and
mission field with
sisters acquire a rich background in a highly specific religious register they leave for the mission
rather limited skills as far as general conversational ability is concerned nevertheless their progress during
brief stint in
their briefstint
m the MTC is extremely good by any standard ideally MTC instructors are expected to have
an FSI rating of at least 3 in the target language while the MTC does not report FSI scores to missionaries it
does provide extensive feedback on the nature of each persons difficulties or strengths at times language
skills have also been evaluated on a written grammar test this has recently been suspended however lane
D ward assistant director of training testing and zone coordinators MTC personal interview 2 october
1979 eric ott instructional evaluator MTC personal interview 25 october 1979 cecilia nihlen FSI examiner
aciner MTC personal interview 2 and 22 october 1979 and ailen
alien
allen C ostergar
ostergarjr
jr director of training
MTC personal interview 1980
47this
the fifty six concepts that
of
ofthe
mmute
this twenty five minute
immute test covering the eight discussions samples twenty odthe
have been learned discussion passoff
pass off is handled in pairs with appropriate interaction expected between the
two missionaries
48er1c
eric ott instructional evaluator MTC personal interview 1980
49 translators selected to translate
into the varying number now fifty four of emerging languages are
presently evaluated less extensively than are those applying to translate into the eighteen established
because the former translators are often more scarce and partly because the scope of their
languages partly
artly
P
translations is more limited they translate packages of materials in phases starting with joseph smiths
testimony the gospel principles manual book of mormon selections and some basic organizational
41 missionaries
41missionaries

guidebooks translators of established languages deal with material from the entire spectrum of church
operations robert W bushman coordinator of training LDS church translation division personal interviews and correspondence 4 and 8 october 1979 25 june 1980 also seejoseph
se
see eJoseph
joseph G stringham the church
and translation brigham young university studies 21 1981 69 90
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of limited personnel resources in emerging languages the hiring
supervisor who is not skilled in the language of the prospective
translator checks the faithfulness of the translations by questioning
the translator on specific points of the translation and by using back
translations in this manner the supervisor gains an adequate impression of the translators english comprehension skill background
once on the job emerging
knowledge and translation skill
language translators double check each others work and can assess
the appropriateness of a translations language for its audience
translator applicants of the established languages are very
carefully screened they begin by taking a practice test to familiarize
themselves with the format of the comprehensive translator test that
follows the latter consists of an english reading comprehension examination and a translation examination the test of english comprehension includes a commercial vocabulary and reading exam the
iowa silent reading test and a subtest on church terminology
which simultaneously tests familiarity with church history doctrine
and policy the translation examination requires actual translating of
excerpts from church literature 50 in short translators are expected
to comprehend english well have a good general background ranging from church doctrine and history to cultural understanding and
world events possess effective writing skills in their native language
and demonstrate good transfer skills by finding suitable equivalents
in their native language for meanings expressed in english in addition they need to have a suitable temperament for their assignment
after a translator is hired the quality of the translator s production
translations is measured with the same instruments under a program
of quality control measurements so derived are considered in such
personnel management decisions as assignments salary raises and

promotions
factors complementing or transcending language skills
As in the secular realm language evaluation in the church is
regarded as an important undertaking one that often requires a
highly specialized design to meet specialized needs and interests
and as we have seen in academia nationally church institutions
likewise recognize the limitations of such instruments for example
at church schools including BYU admission is based not only on
es translate six
examinees
examiners
six passages 75 100 words each from the following types of church writings
Examine
general technical literary poetic and chi
childrens
drens three judges independently rate the quality of each
translated passage on the basis of offaithfulness
faithfulness clarity mechanics and overall value results are tabulated and
analyzed by three reference groups the local translation staff other translators of the geographic region and
wide
translators Church
churchwise
churchwide
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academic preparation but also on moral worthiness 51 and in screening teachers for overseas church schools the church educational
system is concerned not only with applicants academic ability and
moral character but also their adaptability and cultural sensitivity
we can see parallels in the church missionary program while
language aptitude scores are available on prospective missionaries it
is the inspiration of church leaders that is the ultimate factor in
determining the call and we have seen that much of the evaluation
made of those being prepared for foreign language missions pertains
more directly to gospel principles than to language proficiency we
recall for instance that one of the criteria for evaluating missionaries
gospel teaching skills is their spirit even though language proficiency is important the MTC recognizes that it is individual testimony
that sparks conversion while the language component can be
measured with considerable accuracy the most significant attribute of
testimony is simply not quantifiable
testimony and understanding of gospel principles are also valued
in church translators moreover the four personal qualities sought
for in new translators are all extra linguistic ability to change willingness to learn ability to work with others and capacity to accept
criticism 52 ultimately then selection of translators involves assessing not only specialized language skills but also very personal attributes related to gospel understanding and temperament
it is not surprising in the light of this discussion that BYU offers
formal coursework in language testing courses designed to provide
skill in developing the sophisticated examinations required nowadays
as well as the ability to interpret test results and identify the limitations of language assessment moreover interest in the individual examinee is evidenced in current or recently completed experimental
research at BYU testing studies have focused on the special language
A non ldsap
LDS apA confidential statement of the applicants moral worthiness is provided by his bishop anon
aiso to be interviewed by a bishop bifone
ifone
ofhis
of his faith in addition the
isaish
if one is
is also
plicant isaiso
is available or by a clergyman ochis
I hereby commit
applicant commits himself in writing and in the presence of his church leaders as follows
iherebycommit
myself to do the following while enrolled at BYU if 1I am admitted or re admitted a conduct my personal
life consistent with the standard
of jesus christ of latter
standards of christian living taught by the church ofjesus
utter day saints
both on andoffcampus
and off campus b adhere to the other requirements of the attached code of honor and dress and
andoff
grooming standards as defined by the board of trustees BYU application for admission and scholar
ships office of admissions BYU ethical and moral values receive attention alongside academic subjects
for example prospective elementary school teachers take a course titled value clarification in education
in part on their ethical and professional behavior
and prospective secondary school teachers are evaluated m
BYU evaluation of student teaching performance form eldon H puckett BYU department of elemenand jeffrey M tanner BYU director of admission pertary education personal interview 11 october 1979 andjeffrey
sonal interview 1 october 1979
1

robert W bushman coordinator of training LDS church translation division personal interviews
and correspondence 4 and 8 october 1979 25 june 1980
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als 55 and
orientals
problems faced by american indians 53 53japanese
japanese 54 orientale
Orient
swedish immigrants to the united states 56 other studies have attempted to meet the testing needs of those in developing countries
where listening comprehension may be difficult to measure 57 and of
those with very limited second language proficiency 58 finally some
of the most interesting test research related to individual needs is that
affect
each examinee s emotional reaction to
which studies
various exam formats 59
measurements taken include student perceptions of exam diffi
ficulty level of performance fairness relevance to instruction validity and amount of anxiety or frustration experienced these are
analyzed in reference to exam type and examinee background the
results of this kind of research promise not only to help improve the
accuracy of language measurement but also to reduce test frustration
and thereby contribute to an improved climate for language
acquisition
in conclusion recent secular concern for the total individual including his or her social emotional fulfillment has resulted in
language evaluation designed to meet highly specific needs as well as
an increased awareness of the limitations inherent in educational
assessments and language tests understandably we find in church
institutions a similar concern for the individual along with efforts to
devise specialized language examinations is an awareness that
linguistic skills must be matched by personal and spiritual attributes
and that respect for the intellect must be matched by respect for the
worth of a soul

patricia
error analysis

B

dyck

written usage of american indian and anglo college students

M A thesis BYU 1979
MA
japanese students
articles by byjapanese
chie nishimura an analysis odthe
of the uses of ofarticles
ofthe

A comparative

major paper for the TESL

certificate BYU 1980
setsuko shimizu the difficulties for oriental students in learning english articles major paper
for the TESL certificate BYU 1980
iia
ila
lia nihlen
cecilia
ceclila
attained english proficiency by first generation swedish immigrants in salt lake
I I
city major paper for the TESL certificate BYU 1980
57 herbert
leon twyman validation of the alternate modality listening exam AMLEX studies with
a heterogeneous group of second language learners
M A thesis BYU 1979
MA
sheila maluf the use ofnative
of native language cues evaluating foreign language listening skills oflow
of low
aflow
M A thesis BYU 1979 and sheila maluf and harold S madsen
proficiency students
MA
using native
language cues in evaluating low proficiency language learners paper presented at the deseret language
and linguistic society annual symposium BYU 5 april 1979
diana G stevenson the experimental evaluation of test affect M
A thesis BYU 1979 and
MA
m second
randall L jones harold S madsen and bruce L brown
evaluating affective variables in
language testing paper presented at the TESOL convention san francisco march 1980
1 1
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